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One Of the primary gOals Of managers is tO achieve and maintain high per-

fOrmance. the pOpularity Of best-sellers such as Built to last and Good 

to Great demOnstrates the current enthusiasm fOr high perfOrmance 

firms. after decades Of research, what dO we knOw abOut high perfOr-

mance firms? what measures shOuld we adOpt tO evaluate firm perfOr-

mance, especially in emerging markets? and finally, which are the high 

perfOrmance firms in emerging markets, such as china and russia, and 

what can we learn frOm their success stOries? the Objective Of this re-

pOrt is tO prOvide managers with guidance tO evaluate firm perfOrmance 

in emerging markets and suggestiOns On hOw tO achieve and maintain high 

perfOrmance.  
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i.  
PerformAnce 

meASureS

performance improvement is the primary focus of scholarly literature in 

strategic management. to achieve this goal, one must first identify high 

performance firms to benchmark. doing so is no easy task because per-

formance is a multi-dimensional concept, and being excellent in one di-

mension does not guarantee success in others. the scholarly literature 

recognizes the multi-dimensional nature of performance. venkatraman and 

ramanujam1 argued that business performance should include both finan-

cial performance (such as sales growth and profitability) and operational 

performance (such as market share and new product introduction). more 

recently, richard and his colleagues2 stated, “Organizational performance 

encompasses three specific areas of firm outcomes: (a) financial perfor-

mance (profits, return on assets, return on investment, etc.); (b) product 

market performance (sales, market share, etc.); and (c) shareholder return 

(total shareholder return, economic value added, etc.).” 

although management scholars agree that performance is multi-di-

mensional, they have reached no consensus on which dimensions should 

be included to measure firm performance. due to this lack of consensus, 

even performance is an open question with few consist-

ent definitions and measures. a recent review provided 

a comprehensive categorization of different performance 

measures into objective and subjective measures. Ob-

jective performance measures are derived from objective 

sources, such as annual reports or stock market data. in 

contrast, subjective performance measures are derived 

from subjective judgment, usually of senior managers.

the four different types of objective performance 

measures are accounting, financial market, and mixed 

accounting/financial market measures, as well as sur-

vival. examples of accounting measures include widely 

used measures, such as return on assets (rOa), return 

on equity (rOe), and sales growth. typical financial mar-

ket measures include market value and earnings per share (eps). an ex-

ample of a mixed accounting/financial market measure is tobin’s Q3, which 

incorporates both accounting and financial market data. survival is also 

widely used as a measure of firm performance. Quasi-subjective measures 

are self-reported objective measures. for example, ceOs may be asked to 

provide rOa data. fully subjective measures are self-reported subjective 

measures. for example, a manager may be asked to evaluate his or her 

1  venkatraman and ramanujam. 1986. measurement of business performance in strategy research: a comparison 
of approaches. academy of management journal, 11: 801-814.
2  richard, devinney, yip and johnson. 2009. measuring organizational performance: towards methodological best 
practice. journal of management, 35: 718-804.
3  tobin’s Q is defined as the ratio between market value and replacement value of physical asset.

Although management 
scholars agree that 
performance is multi-
dimensional, they have 
reached no consensus on 
which dimensions should 
be included to measure 
firm performance.
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level of satisfaction in terms of the firm’s performance in comparison to that 

of other firms. 

given this large toolbox, choosing the appropriate performance meas-

ures is a challenge. a recent review showed that 53% of the academic studies 

published in leading management journals from 2003 to 2007 use objective 

accounting measures, partly due to the availability of accounting data.4 

not only scholars but also practitioners try to define high performance 

firms. unlike scholars who prefer to adopt accounting measures, managers 

tend to rely on measures of shareholder return. this is reasonable, since 

shareholders are the most important stakeholders of a firm, and they have the 

power to replace managers if managers do not deliver satisfactory returns. 

in most cases, shareholders delegate the right of appointing and replacing 

ceOs to boards of directors. a board can decide whether to replace a ceO 

if certain financial indicators, such as dividends and eps, do not look good.

a recent project5 by accenture identified high performance organi-

zations based on profitability, growth, positioning for the future, longevity, 

and consistency, as shown in table 1. profitability is measured by spread, 

which is the return on invested capital (rOic)6 less the weighted average 

4  richard, devinney, yip and johnson. 2009. measuring organizational performance: towards methodological best 
practice. Journal of Management, 35: 718-804.
5  accenture. 2007. in pursuit of profitable growth.
6  rOic=net operating profit less adjusted taxes (nOplat)/invested capital (capital provided by debt and equity 
investors).

tAble 1: Accenture PerformAnce meASureS
profitability
measured by the spread between the return on invested capital and the cost of 
capital

3 yr average spread

5 yr average spread

growth

measured by revenue expansion 3 yr revenue growth cagr

5 yr revenue growth cagr

positioning for the future

measured by the portion of share price that cannot be explained by current earnings (what 
we call future value) and by the portion of the industry total that each company’s future value 
represents

5 yr change in relative future value

5 yr level in relative future value

longevity

measured by the duration of out performance in total returns to shareholders, a performance 
area important to our requirement of sustained value creation over time

3 yr. total return to shareholders cagr

5 yr. total return to shareholders cagr

consistency

measured by the percentage of time that a company’s performance has been 
greater than median performance in terms of profitability, growth and positioning 
for the future

5 yr. median outperformance in revenue growth

5 yr. median outperformance in spread

5 yr. median outperformance in future value

Source: “in pursuit of profitable growth: high performance business in china 2007”. Accenture. Page 53.

cost of capital (wacc)7. spread measures a firm’s ability to generate rOic. 

growth is measured by revenue expansion, which is growth in size. future 

value (fv) is a shareholder value-based measure of investors’ expecta-

tions of the value of a company’s cash flow growth. longevity is measured 

by total return to shareholders, which is share price appreciation includ-

ing dividends. and finally, consistency measures how a firm outperforms 

in terms of profitability, growth, and positioning for the future in a 5-year 

period. accenture’s measures well capture the multi-dimensional nature of 

performance measures and cover a wide range of dimensions; however, 

many of these measures, such as fv and total return to shareholders, are 

financial market measures. consequently, one cannot apply them to meas-

ure the performance of unlisted firms, which is a large part of the economy 

in emerging markets. 

7  wacc= debt/ev*(kd)*(1-tr)+equity/ ev*(ke), where kd is the cost of debt, tr is the marginal tax rate (determined 
by country of operations), ke is the cost of equity, and ev is the enterprise value of the company (debt+equity).
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ii.  
PerformAnce 

meASureS 
in emerging 

mArKetS

building on previous studies and efforts, in this section, 

we identify performance measures to evaluate firm per-

formance. to select the appropriate performance meas-

ures in emerging markets, we first need to consider the 

environments, which are quite different from those of 

developed countries.

environments can influence various aspects of firm 

strategy and firm performance. for example, environ-

ments can generate exogenous macroeconomic shocks 

and unexpected changes of rules of the game and thus 

harm performance. On the other hand, environments 

can inhibit competition through various regulations and 

thus generate high performance. the influence of external environments 

on firm performance is even more salient in emerging markets because 

emerging markets are characterized by unstable environments with con-

stant economic shocks and government intervention. consequently, we 

should consider the unique characteristics of emerging markets when we 

try to identify performance measures in emerging markets.

single Or multiple measures?
as the analyses in the previous section show, there is a consensus in the 

management literature and among managers that performance is a multi-

dimensional concept. consequently, it is natural to employ multiple perfor-

mance measures. firms in emerging markets often employ multiple perfor-

mance measures for another reason: the existence of strong stakeholders 

with different expectations.

government has a great impact on firm operations in emerging mar-

kets, as many firms have some level of state ownership. in state-owned 

enterprises (sOes), profit maximization may not be the primary goal. sOes 

may pursue other goals, such as administrative tasks, empire-building strat-

egies, and employment. institutional investors usually invest large amounts 

of money, making it hard for them to sell their shares even if the firm is 

performing poorly because their sale will result in a substantial decline in 

stock price. due to this lack of liquidity, institutional investors usually moni-

tor and influence firm strategy. the unique feature of state ownership thus 

creates conflicts among different owners in terms of strategic orientation 

and priority. consequently, a firm may pursue multiple goals to respond to 

the demands of these different stakeholders.

accOunting Or financial market measures?
the next choice to make is whether to use accounting or financial market 

performance measures. the above discussion suggests that while man-

To select the appropriate 
performance measures 
in emerging markets, we 
first need to consider the 
environments, which are 
quite different from those 
of developed countries.
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agement scholars tend to rely on accounting measures to evaluate firm 

performance, business practitioners prefer financial market measures. 

here, we do not use financial market measures for firms in emerging mar-

kets for two reasons. 

the first reason is the lack of data reliability. the stock markets in 

emerging markets are newly developed and not well regulated. conse-

quently, financial market data may not be reliable. scandals about stock 

price manipulation and insider trading are not unusual in emerging mar-

kets. for example, china baoan (stock code 000009) was a listed firm on 

shenzhen stock exchange. it released information about obtaining graph-

ite mines in september 2010. several analysts’ reports from different insti-

tutions verified the information. the stock price increased from around 11 

rmb in september 2010 to 26 rmb by the end of february 2011. however, 

baoan did not have graphite mines. many investors were misled by the 

information and lost money. the china securities regulatory commission 

is currently investigating the situation. the inaccurate information of listed 

firms also exists in chinese firms listed on foreign stock exchanges. the 

sec has an ongoing investigation of chinese stock frauds in the u.s. it is 

estimated that the losses of the victims of these stock frauds exceed $34 

billion8. a partial list of these firms includes china energy saving technol-

ogy, and china water and drinks, some of which have been delisted. the 

u.s. stock markets are known for close monitoring and tight regulation. 

even in these well-regulated and monitored stock exchanges, these chi-

nese firms are able to fool the investors with inaccurate information. the 

situation would only be worse in stock exchanges in emerging markets. so 

the stock price in emerging markets may not reflect a firm’s true value. 

the second reason is the limited number of listed companies. few 

firms in emerging markets are listed on stock exchanges. for example, 

even though millions of firms are operating in china, only about 2000 are 

listed on chinese stock exchanges. due to the strict requirements of list-

ing, many small and mid-size firms cannot go public. Owners’ fear of losing 

control also prevents many private firms from going public. if we use stock 

market measures, we may miss a large portion of firms in emerging mar-

kets. therefore, we stick to accounting measures.

which perfOrmance measures?
next, we need to decide which dimensions of accounting performance 

measures we should focus on when evaluating firm performance in emerg-

ing markets. 

8  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/china_stock_frauds#cite_note-1

grOwth

emerging markets are low-income, rapid-growth countries using economic 

liberalization as their primary growth engine.9 One of the most important 

characteristics of emerging markets is rapid economic growth. their rapid 

growth has become a global phenomenon in the past two decades. gdp 

from emerging markets grew from $3,573 billion in 1980 to $17,881 billion in 

2009. in 2009, while the gdp growth rate of advanced markets was -3.16%, 

the gdp growth rate in emerging markets was 2.39%.10 many large corpo-

rations have been founded in emerging markets, such as tata and infosys 

in india, cosco and huawei in china, and severstal and sistema in russia.

the rapid economic growth in emerging markets provides enough 

room for firms to pursue sustainable growth in terms of sales. given the fact 

that the demand from both domestic and foreign customers is rising fast, it 

is natural to select growth as one of the dimensions with which to evaluate 

firm performance. moreover, since many firms in emerging markets are 

young and at early stages of development, scaling up is an important way 

to create a competitive advantage. Otherwise, firms may be driven out of 

the market by those who are able to achieve sustainable growth.

we should note that not every firm is able to achieve sustainable 

growth due to the lack of firm capabilities and resources. firms in emerg-

ing markets, such as china, do not have these resources or capabilities 

because many emerging markets have, until recently, experienced rising 

demand and rapid growth11. in such sellers’ markets, many firms are new, 

and most follow market demand. because they believe they can always sell 

their products or easily move to more attractive lines of business, they have 

little incentive to understand and develop core resources or capabilities12. 

in order to overcome the bottleneck, a firm has to develop its own capabili-

ties and resources as it grows through both external search and internal 

learning. Only those firms that are able to overcome the bottleneck can 

achieve sustained growth.  

market share

the development of resources and capabilities supports continuous 

growth. generally, high performance firms carefully choose the market in 

which they compete based on their resources and capabilities. careful se-

lection and dedicated focus on certain markets contribute to high market 

share, as long as firms have resources and capabilities. 

9 hoskisson, r. e., eden, l., lau, c. m., & wright, m. strategy in emerging economies. academy of Management 
Journal, 2000: 249-267.
10 imf. 2010. world economic outlook database.
11 the economist. 2005. the tiger in front.
12  lu, Z., huang, Q., lu, t., & Zhou, w. 2007. the process and problems of industrialization and urbanization in 
china. chinese economy, 40: 6-30.
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high market share often leads to high profitability.13 a meta-analysis of 276 

market share-profitability findings from 48 studies found that, on average, mar-

ket share has a positive effect on business profitability. several theories explain 

the positive relationship between market share and profitability. neoclassical 

economic studies have conceptualized this positive relationship based on dom-

inant firms’ enhanced market power in setting prices and over vertical relation-

ships with suppliers and channel members. dominant firms are able to mitigate 

their exposure to risks through controlling capacity utilization and passing the 

burden of cost fluctuations on to suppliers and customers.  

market share also reflects firm-specific relative competitive advantages 

resulting from learning effects and other firm-specific assets.14 buyers often 

use market share as a signal for brand quality and a brand’s widespread 

acceptance as an indicator of superior quality when they are imperfectly in-

formed. the signaling effect of market share is even more salient in emerging 

markets because of the difficulty of acquiring market share. emerging markets 

are usually fragmented in terms of both customer demand and geographic 

area.15 the gap between the rich and the poor has been increasing in recent 

years. consequently, customer demand differs sharply in different markets. 

moreover, trade barriers among different provinces impede the development 

of national markets.16 trade barriers arise from protection from local govern-

ments and inefficient logistics networks across different regions. the ability 

to overcome these barriers and difficulties signals the existence of firm re-

sources and capabilities. in this sense, high market share is not only a result 

of sustainable growth but also a reflection of firm resources and capabilities.

prOfitability

like other firms in the rest of the world, profitability is important for firms in 

emerging markets. the importance of profitability does not need much jus-

tification because profitability is what managers care about the most. meas-

ures such as rOa and eps frequently appear in financial and investor analy-

sis reports as key indicators of performance. they are also key indicators 

of managerial performance. the ultimate goal of a firm is to get the highest 

return to its shareholders, and a source of high investment return is profits.

being profitable is even more important in emerging markets, since 

the profits harvested from previous operations become sources for fu-

ture growth. because capital markets in emerging markets are usually 

13  szymanski, d., s. bharadwaj, and p. varadarajan. ‘an analysis of the market share-profitability relationship’, 
Journal of Marketing, 57: 1-18.
14   hansen, g. and b. wernerfelt. ‘determinants of firm performance: the relative importance of economic and 
organizational factors’, strategic Management Journal, 10: 399-511.
15  berkowitz, d. & dejong, d. n. the evolution of market integration in russia. economics of transition, 9: 87-104
16  meyer, w. m. & boisot, m. 2008. which way through the open door? reflections on the internationalization of 
chinese firms. Management and organization review, 4: 349-365.

inefficient,17 it is relatively hard for firms from emerging markets to raise 

capital externally. firms have to rely heavily on internal markets to raise 

capital. consequently, profits become the engine for future growth.

the lOOp Of firm develOpment

these three dimensions are not isolated, but related to each other. their 

relationship is shown in figure 1.

the relationship of growth, market share, and 

profitability can be explained by the four stages of 

firm development. in stage 1, firms in emerging 

markets enjoy rapid growth. rapid growth in sales is 

supported by fast economic growth. economic lib-

eralization provides enough room for new ventures 

to grow and prosper. along the way, some firms 

are able to develop their own resources and capabilities. in stage 2, those 

firms with resources and capabilities will be able to achieve high market 

share. although economies provide ample growth opportunities, high per-

formance firms usually carefully choose the market in which they compete, 

based on their resources and capabilities. the development of resources 

and capabilities enables firms to acquire high market share. in stage 3, 

firms benefit from their competitive advantages and market positions and 

enjoy high profitability. in stage 4, profitability is not only a result of growth 

and market share but also an engine for future growth. firms use profits to 

fund future growth in the same or different businesses. the loop represents 

a virtuous circle, which supports continuous growth.18  

17  khanna, t. & palepu, k. 1997. why focused strategies may be wrong for emerging markets. Harvard Business 
review, 75: 41-51.
18  it is not the only way to achieve continuous growth, though.

These three dimensions are 
not isolated, but related to 
each other.

figure 1 the relationship of growth, market share and profitability

 Source: SiemS calculation

mArKet ShAre

ProfitAbilitygroWth
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final selectiOn
 we decided to adopt multiple objective account-

ing performance measures that focus on growth, 

market share, and profitability to evaluate firm 

performance in emerging markets. next, we look 

at specific measures to use:

sales grOwth: 

•	  change in sales over the period, expressed 

as the difference between sales in the last 

period and sales in the current period as a 

percentage of the sales last period

market share: 

•	  firm’s sales revenue in the product market divided by the total 

sales revenue in that market. 

prOfitability:

•	  rOa/rOe/rOi/rOs: return on assets/equity/investment/sales, de-

fined as the ratio of net operating profit to the firm’s start-of-year 

assets/to the book value of shareholder’s equity/to the net book 

value of investment/to the sales made by the firm

•	 profit margin: the ratio of net operating profit to sales

 

We decided to adopt 
multiple objective 
accounting performance 
measures that focus on 
growth, market share, and 
profitability to evaluate firm 
performance in emerging 
markets. 
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iii.  
Which method 

to uSe to 
eVAluAte high 
PerformAnce 

firmS?

in the previous section, we selected the appropriate perfor-

mance measures to evaluate firm performance in emerging 

markets. the next question is how we compare firm perfor-

mance using these measures. a common method would be 

a simple average or weighted average of these measures. 

however, combining measures of different scales using av-

erage values is difficult. we need a method that can com-

pare multiple measures of different scales simultaneously. 

the lack of resources and capabilities for firms in emerging 

markets suggests that efficient resource utilization is an important competitive 

advantage for firms. we need to consider not only outputs but also inputs. here, 

we adopt a method that satisfies the criteria, a way of evaluating firm perfor-

mance based on the efficiency of multiple inputs and outputs: frontier analysis. 

excerpt 1: frOntier analysis

frontier analysis is a way to understand the efficiency of decision-making 

units (dmus) with specific inputs and outputs. a dmu could be any unit 

with inputs and outputs, such as a production line or a firm. data envel-

opment analysis (dea) is one simple form of frontier analysis. dea uses 

non-parametric linear programming to estimate an input-output function 

that need not be specified. the efficiency of a dmu is then determined by 

comparing the difference between the maximum outputs achievable given 

a set of inputs to the actual outputs achieved by the dmu (or conversely, 

the minimum inputs required to achieve certain outputs with actual inputs). 

characteristics of dea include:

•	 no assumption about the input-output function

•	 no limits to the number of inputs and outputs

•	 not required to weight restrictions

•	 provide reference sets for benchmarking

•	 provide useful information for input-output mix decision

dea has been used in different areas to evaluate and compare effi-

ciency, such as school performance and marketing productivity. it is able to 

identify a specific best-performing group for use as a role model and assist 

managers in setting goals to benchmark. instead of producing an average 

line of regression, it produces an efficient frontier that encompasses the 

best performers. firms on the frontier are the best performers (with an ef-

ficiency score of 1), while firms not on the frontier are the less efficient ones 

(with an efficiency score of less than 1). due to these favorable character-

istics, we will identify a group of best-performing firms in emerging markets 

using this method in the next section. from the experience of these best-

performing firms, we can learn how to succeed in emerging markets.

A way of evaluating firm 
performance based on 
the efficiency of multiple 
inputs and outputs: 
frontier analysis.
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 iV.  
toP 500 firmS 

in chinA And 
ruSSiA

target firms
in suggesting dea as the method for evaluating firm performance, we as-

sume that efficiency is a firm’s primary goal. this may not always be true 

because certain firms, such as sOes, may pursue other goals like admin-

istrative tasks. similarly, foreign-owned subsidiaries may not be efficiency 

driven because their efficiency could be sacrificed to improve the efficiency 

of their parent. therefore, we only focus on private manufacturing firms 

that are efficiency driven and grow and prosper in emerging markets indig-

enously. appendix 1 summarizes how private chinese and russian firms 

are selected.

after we identify private firms, we then focus on the top 500 firms in 

each year. for chinese firms, we create a list of top 500 firms by sales 

value each year from 1999 to 2008. for russian firms, we create a similar 

list each year from 2001 to 2009. we want to learn which firms are the best 

performers among the top 500 firms each year. although not all large firms 

are high performers, we believe the best performers are among the large 

ones because high performers have the ability to grow continuously, which 

will make them one of the top 500 firms eventually.

for dea, we choose two input variables – the number of employees 

and registered capital19 – because labor and capital are the inputs in most 

economic models. we choose four output variables: sales growth, market 

share, rOa, and profit margin. these four measures capture three aspects 

of performance: growth, market, and profitability.  we also focus on 10-year 

performance to assess sustainable and consistent high performance over 

a long period.

identifying high perfOrmance firms
we run a frontier analysis of the top 500 firms in each year. table 2 reports 

year, the number of observations (less than 500 due to missing values), 

mean, and standard deviation of efficiency scores. 

cOmparisOn with firms in develOped cOuntries
table 2 shows that the average efficiency score of chinese firms fluctuates 

between 0.3 and 0.4, meaning that an average firm on the top 500 list is 

only 30% to 40% as efficient as the most efficient firms that year. efficiency 

is defined by maximizing outputs (sales growth, profitability, and market 

share) given the inputs (labor and capital). for russian firms, we discover a 

similar pattern. the average efficiency score remains within the range of 0.3 

and 0.4. a recent study20 conducted a similar frontier analysis of high perfor-

19  here we use registration capital, which is the amount of capital on a firm’s business license.
20  yip, devinney and johnson. 2009. measuring long term superior performance: the uk’s long-term superior 
performaners 1984-2003. long range planning, 42: 390-413.
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mance firms in the united kingdom from 1984 to 2003. 

the study reveals that the average efficiency score of 

uk firms across different industries ranges from 0.52 to 

0.96 over the 20-year period, which is much higher than 

that for chinese and russian firms. 

the difference in efficiency score means that in 

emerging markets, such as china and russia, there are 

many differences between firms in terms of performance, 

whereas in developed countries, such as the united 

kingdom, there are fewer differences. in emerging mar-

kets, many inefficient firms are still operating, while in 

developed countries, firms are relatively more efficient. 

this also suggests a broad diffusion of high-performing 

practices and operations in developed countries. given 

the weak managerial capabilities, entrepreneurial firms 

in emerging markets are slow to adopt advanced man-

agement and operational practices. 

the difference reflects the different stages of industry evolution in 

emerging markets and developed countries. in general, there are four 

stages of industry evolution: introduction, growth, maturity, and decline, as 

shown in figure 2.

the industry life cycle model was developed in western countries. 

thus, we need to modify it in order to use it in emerging markets. the in-

troduction of new products in emerging markets is usually not based on 

their technological inventions but on the introduction of products invented 

in developed countries. alternatively, it could be the case that these in-

dustries have just been privatized. this is the phase when private firms 

begin to emerge in these industries. in the growth stage, demand is high, 

and firms grow fast. manufacturing efficiency also increases as firms gain 

more experience and technology becomes standardized. in the maturity 

stage, there is fierce competition in the industry because demand growth 

has slowed down. inefficient firms are shaken out of the game, and industry 

consolidation begins. in the decline stage, demand falls, and there may be 

replacement products. 

most industries in emerging markets are in the introduction or growth 

stage, where demand is high. emerging markets are developing rapidly, 

providing enough room for firms to grow and survive. in this circumstance, 

even inefficient firms can survive because there are so many growth oppor-

tunities. emerging markets have not reached the maturity stage, in which 

inefficient firms are forced out. in developed countries, most industries are 

in the maturity stage. firms have already gone through a process of fierce 

competition and consolidation. because the environment does not provide 

much opportunity for growth, the remaining firms have to be efficient. 

tAble 2 AVerAge efficiency ScoreS 
Year number of observations average efficiency 

scores
standard deviation  
of efficiency scores 

chinese firms

2000 260 0.41 0.25

2001 285 0.33 0.23

2002 402 0.28 0.20

2003 374 0.39 0.23

2004 290 0.32 0.20

2005 366 0.37 0.23

2006 428 0.31 0.22

2007 441 0.33 0.20

2008 402 0.35 0.24

russian firms

2001 409 0.44 0.26

2002 391 0.32 0.22

2003 372 0.33 0.22

2004 391 0.37 0.24

2005 382 0.33 0.24

2006 402 0.37 0.24

2007 433 0.36 0.24

2008 445 0.30 0.24

2009 455 0.29 0.24

Source: SiemS calculations

The difference in 
efficiency score means 
that in emerging markets, 
such as China and 
Russia, there are many 
differences between firms 
in terms of performance, 
whereas in developed 
countries, such as the 
United Kingdom, there are 
fewer differences.

figure 2/ industry life cycle

Source: Kotler&Armstrong, 1990.
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change Of efficiency Over time
in the growth stage, we expect to see an increase in firm efficiency over time. 

however, the efficiency scores in table 3 show no sign of increase over time, 

for either chinese or russian firms. rather, the table shows a substantial gap 

across firms in capabilities. inefficient firms are still able to survive in emerg-

ing markets because the demand is so high that economies experiences a 

capacity shortage. many emerging markets have, until recently, experienced 

increasing demand and rapid growth. in such sellers’ markets, most firms 

follow market demand. because they believe they can always sell their prod-

ucts or easily move to more attractive lines of business, they have little incen-

tive to improve their efficiency. however, as industries approach the mature 

stage, we expect firm efficiency to increase due to stagnating demand. 

firm siZe and efficiency
next, we explore the relationship between firm size and efficiency. doubt-

lessly, large size means a firm is able to survive and grow; it is successful 

in this aspect. that is why we choose high performance firms among the 

top 500 firms in size. however, we should not equate large size to high per-

formance for at least two reasons. first, being large does not necessarily 

mean being good. large firms can fail quickly. the recent bankruptcy or 

near-bankruptcy of auto giants gm, chrysler, and saab indicate that large 

firms can be fragile. second, many small- and medium-sized firms are hid-

den champions.21 they are not known by the public but are enjoying large 

profits and market share in their niche markets. although they are not well 

known today, they may become a big name in the future. 

Our results support the above arguments. we do 

not observe a positive linear relationship between firm 

size and efficiency. for example, among the top 500 

chinese firms in 2005, the top 10 in efficiency only have 

an average rank of 244 in terms of size. in fact, the re-

lationship between rank in size and rank in efficiency is 

only 0.125 for chinese firms and 0.075 for russian firms. 

the weak relationship between firm size and efficiency shows that few 

firms achieve economies of scale. as argued earlier, the fast-growing econ-

omy of emerging markets provides great room for firms to pursue growth. 

fast growth, however, does not guarantee efficient use of resources. for 

example, to produce the same amount of output, the chinese economy is 

consuming seven times the resources as the japanese economy.  22

21  simon, hermann. 1992. lessons from germany’s midsize giants. Harvard Business review, 70: 115-123.
22  james mcgreoger. talk on april 7th, 2011.

the analysis of efficiency and firm size reinforces the previous finding 

that firms in emerging markets are relatively inefficient. the lack of efficien-

cy is partly driven by firms’ desire to achieve rapid growth.23 it is not wrong 

to pursue growth, however, along the way, firms need to increase efficiency 

as well. Otherwise, firms may be forced out of the market as competition 

intensifies. 

23  seims monthly report. 2010. the productivity prize - accounting for recent economic growth among the brics: 
miracle or mirage?

We should not equate 
large size to high 
performance.
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V.  
leSSonS 

from high 
PerformAnce 

firmS

in this section, we will identify a group of high performance firms and try to 

understand how they are able to achieve high efficiency. 

whO are the tOp perfOrming firms?
to identify top performing firms, we first note the firms that appear in the top 

500 list for more than 5 years out of the 9-year period in both countries. One 

hundred and eighty-seven chinese firms and 401 russian firms satisfy this 

requirement. the difference in this number shows that the top 500 firms list 

in china changes fast, while in russia, it is more stable. 

then, we calculate the average efficiency score of each firm across 

years. for these firms, we pick firms with an average efficiency score of 

over 50% and an average efficiency rank of less than 100. seventeen chi-

nese firms24 and 45 russian firms25 satisfy this requirement.

tables 3 and 4 list the information for these firms. we can see from 

table 3 that these firms cover a wide range of industries, from clothes and 

computers to medical supplies and telecommunications. the results show 

that not a single industry outperforms others. a firm in a sunset industry can 

be as successful as a firm in a sunrise industry. it is the firm that makes the 

difference. the industry coverage in table 4 is a bit more focused because 

there are more firms in this table. for the hydraulic cement industry are 

listed six firms. aside from these, the other 45 firms cover a broad range of 

industries, providing screw machines, transportation equipment, candies, 

and more.

among the firms on the list, we see some familiar names, such as 

huawei and konka in china and ulyanovskii avtomobilynyi Zavod (uaZ) 

in russia. these firms have already established a reputation. we also see 

many relatively unknown names, such as Qingdao taifa group and Qisheng 

leather corporation. these firms are not as well branded, not because they 

are not as efficient as the famous ones, but because they are in an industry 

that is not as visible to the public. for example, Qingdao taifa group is the 

largest manufacturer of trolleys in china.

are they the real champiOns?
we next compare the top performing firms with the other top 500 in terms of 

the input and output variables we used. table 5 summarizes the comparison.

the comparison of chinese firms shows that the 17 highest performing 

firms are similar to the rest of the top 500 in terms of capital and employee 

inputs. however, they are able to produce higher outputs, in terms of rOa, 

24  One firm (sanlu group) is excluded because it has filed bankruptcy due to the milk scandal.
25  two firms (permglavneftesnab and permskaya pechatnaya fabrika - filial federalnOgO 
gOsudarstvennOgO unitarnOgO predpriyatiya gOZnak) are excluded because they appear only before 
the year of 2006. One firm (evrOtsement grup) is excluded because it has missing values of sales growth in 
several years.
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tAble 3. high PerformAnce firmS in chinA
name industry founding  

year
frequency in 
top 500

average rank 
of efficiency

average ef-
ficiency score

Qingdao taifa group trolley 1997 5 1 1

Qisheng leather corporation leather processing 1996 5 12.2 0.87

huawei technology corporation telecommunication devices 1995 8 15.25 0.84

Qishui land corns corporation active compound medicine 2000 7 31.57 0.84

weigao group medical and pharmaceuti-
cal substances

1988 6 29.83 0.70

byd lithium battery corporation battery 1998 6 47.67 0.67

anhui conch cement company 
limited

cement 2000 5 44.8 0.67

vv group solid drinks 1992 9 36.78 0.65

konka group household electronics 1980 6 33.5 0.65

sanhe hopefull grain & Oil group vegetable oil processing 2003 5 92.8 0.63

dongguan founder technology 
computer corporation

computer 1998 5 77.2 0.61

baoxiniao group clothes 1996 8 62.63 0.56

hebei chengxin co.,ltd inorganic salt 1990 5 61.8 0.55

xiuzheng pharmaceutical group chinese patent drug 1998 6 66.17 0.54

jiangsu guoqiang Zincification 
industrial co, ltd

mental finishing 1998 5 74 0.53

ningbo haitian group plastic processing machine 1994 5 56 0.52

shandong Zhaodongfang paper 
group

machine-made paper 1996 6 82.83 0.50

tAble 4. high PerformAnce firmS in ruSSiA
company name industry # in top 

500 list
average rank 
of efficiency

average efficiency score

arzamasskii priborostroitelnyi zavod search, detection, naviga-
tion, guidance, aeronautical 
and nautical systems and 
instruments

5 90.50 0.52 

branch Of baltika breweries - baltika-
yaroclavl

malt beverages 6 81.50 0.58 

darumsan phonograph records and 
prerecorded audio tapes 
and disks

6 41.20 0.69 

evrotsement grup cement, hydraulic 6 38.67 0.77 

faberlik perfumes, cosmetics and 
other toilet preparations

7 72.50 0.57 

iskitimtsement cement, hydraulic 6 76.67 0.55 

izdatelstvo sem dnei periodicals : publishing or 
publishing and printing

7 1.00 1.00 

joint stock company novorossiysk 
shipping company - novoship

ship building and repairing 7 42.67 0.71 

kola gmk primary smelting and 
refining of nonferrous 
metals, except copper and 
aluminum

9 51.44 0.72 

kombainovyi Zavod rostselmash lawn and garden tractors 
and home lawn and garden 
equipment

6 73.80 0.53 

kommersant.izdatelskii dom newspapers: publishing or 
publishing and printing

6 65.40 0.52 

luga abrazive plant abrasive products 8 67.00 0.58 

magnitogorskii metizno-kalibrovoch-
nyi Zavod mmk-metiz

screw machine products 9 29.00 0.78 

mashinostroitelny Zavod small arms ammunition 7 1.00 1.00 

metafraks industrial organic chemi-
cals, not elsewhere speci-
fied manufacturing

9 58.56 0.61 

metallglavsnab fabricated structural metal 6 77.00 0.59 

narodnoe predpriyatie naberezh-
nochelninskii kartonno-bumazhnyi 
kombinat

setup paperboard boxes 8 70.00 0.54 

nevinnomysskii azot nitrogenous fertilizers 9 89.44 0.60 

nizhegorodskii khimiko-farmat-
sevticheskii zavod

pharmaceutical prepara-
tions

9 66.56 0.62 

nizhnekamskneftekhim incorporated chemicals and chemical 
preparations, not elsewhere 
specified manufacturing

8 64.83 0.55 

npo saturn Open joint-stock com-
pany

industrial and commercial 
machinery and equipment, 
not elsewhere specified

9 1.29 1.00 

Obyedineniya gosudarstvennykh 
predpriyatii i Organizatsii po proiz-
vodstvu gosudarstvennykh Znakov-
Obyedineniya goznak ministerstva 
finansov rossiiskoi federatsii - 
gosudarstvennoe predpri

books : publishing or pub-
lishing and printing

5 51.00 0.63 

Ojsc slavneft-yaroslavnefteorgsintez petroleum refining 7 90.50 0.54 

Ojscsaratovstroysteklo flat glass 9 60.56 0.66 

Open joint stock compani azot nitrogenous fertilizers 9 92.44 0.53 

partner i k sausages and other pre-
pared meat products

5 83.80 0.55 

proizvodstvennaya kompaniya no-
vocherkasskii elektrovozostroitelnyi 
Zavod

hand and edge tools, 
except machine tools and 
handsaws

6 30.20 0.72 

russian innovation fuel and energy 
company

petroleum refining 8 12.14 0.89 

saint-petersburgskii molochnyi Za-
vod piskarevskii

7 48.17 0.63 

salavatcteklo flat glass 9 69.13 0.61 

sebryakovskii kombinat asbestotse-
mentnykh izdelii

cement, hydraulic 9 76.67 0.53 

sebryakovtsement cement, hydraulic 9 10.33 0.88 
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profit margin, and market share. the profitability and market share of high 

performance chinese firms are much higher than for the other top 500, 

while the sales growth rate is similar. the case for russian firms is slightly 

different. the 45 high performance russian firms have 

higher capital investment than the other top 500 rus-

sian firms.26 they have slightly slower sales growth but 

higher rOa, profit margin, and market share. these top 

chinese and russian firms outperform the other top 500 

in most of the output dimensions.

the comparison between top performing firms and 

the rest of top 500 in both china and russia shows that 

top performing firms enjoy higher profitability and mar-

ket share, but similar or slower growth rate. the high 

market share and profitability are signs that these top 

performing firms have passed stages 1 and 2 of devel-

opment, as shown in figure 1. they are in stage 3 or 4, 

when they benefit from their market position and enjoy 

high profitability. they will then utilize profits to fund future growth.

unlike chinese high performance firms, russian high performance firms 

are larger than the other top 500 in terms of capital (9.73 vs. 11.15). this is 

a sign that russian firms are beginning to enjoy economies of scale, which 

chinese high performance firms are still lacking. this difference shows that in 

terms of industry evolution, russian industries are moving ahead of chinese 

industries. russian industries may be in a later stage of growth. this is also 

evident in the comparison of sales growth, profitability, and market share for 

top performing chinese and russian firms. russian top performing firms en-

joy higher profitability (0.19 vs. 0.13) and higher market share (0.23 vs. 0.17) 

but a lower sales growth rate (0.25 vs. 0.36) than their chinese counterparts. 

higher profitability and market share indicate that industry consolidation is 

happening and that some inefficient firms have already been shaken out of 

the market. for example, the consolidation of the steel industry began as 

early as 1995,27 and the russian government endorsed consolidation of the 

aviation industry in 2001.28 as a result, we see a surge in the russian mergers 

and acquisitions (m&a) market. the value of m&a deals increased from $10 

billion in 1997 to $159.4 billion in 2007. 29 

One important factor that impedes industry consolidation in china is 

the unwillingness of local governments to approve m&as. since firms pay 

taxes to the local government that endorses them, the acquisition of a firm 

means a loss of revenue for another local government. the case of shan-

dong iron and steel group is an illuminating one. shandong iron and steel 

group pays taxes to the shandong province government. when it tried to 

26  One firm (sanlu group) is excluded because it has filed bankruptcy due to the milk scandal.
27  holman, richard. 1995. russia sets steel consolidation. wall street journal - eastern edition, 226: page a14.
28  komarov, alexey. 2001. russia approves industry consolidation. aviation week & space technology, 154: page 
49.
29  kpmg. m&a in russia, 2006, 2009.

shchurovskii tsement cement, hydraulic 5 41.50 0.69 

sheksninskii kombinat drevesnykh 
plit

hardwood veneer and 
plywood

5 91.60 0.53 

sia international ltd drugs 9 85.56 0.51 

slavyanka plyus candy and other confec-
tionery products

5 47.25 0.63 

telebalt household cooking equip-
ment

7 43.20 0.67 

topkinskii tsement cement, hydraulic 8 41.43 0.72 

transpneumatics co railroad equipment 5 60.00 0.55 

trubnyi Zavod profil-akras imeni 
makarova v.v.

steel pipe and tubes 7 37.57 0.70 

trubodetal industrial valves 6 69.67 0.53 

ulyanovskii avtomobilynyi Zavod transportation equipment, 
not elsewhere specified

9 43.63 0.62 

uralskaya kuznitsa iron and steel forgings 5 43.50 0.71 

vimm-bill-dann napitki canned fruits, vegetables, 
preserves, jams and jellies

7 82.67 0.55 

volzhskii Orgsintez industrial organic chemi-
cals, not elsewhere speci-
fied manufacturing

9 90.56 0.55 

Zavolzhsky engine plant - Zmz transportation equipment, 
not elsewhere specified

9 52.50 0.62 

Source: SiemS calculation;

tAble 5 comPAriSon of high PerformAnce firmS And other toP 500 firmS
variable Other top 500 firms high performance firms

china mean mean

capital 11.64 11.70 

employee 7.48 7.74 

sales growth 0.37 0.36 

rOa 0.12 0.27 

profit margin 0.06 0.13 

market share 0.06 0.17 

russia

capital 9.73 11.15 

sales growth 0.29 0.25 

rOa 0.10 0.26 

profit margin 0.06 0.19 

market share 0.06 0.23 

Source: SiemS calculation;

The comparison between 
top performing firms and 
the rest of top 500 in both 
China and Russia shows 
that top performing firms 
enjoy higher profitability 
and market share, but 
similar or slower growth 
rate.
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acquire the Qingdao iron and steel group, which pays taxes to the 

Qingdao municipal government, the Qingdao municipal government 

refused the acquisition proposal even though the provincial govern-

ment agreed to repay the taxes, simply because it was not conveni-

ent for them to collect taxes in this way. 30  

hOw did they get there?
chinese stOry
the previous section shows that top performing chinese and rus-

sian firms do outperform the other top 500. however, it is unclear 

how they achieve high efficiency. in order to understand how each 

firm grows and develops, in figure 3, we plot each of these 17 top 

performing chinese firms in terms of sales growth and profitability. 

30  Zhang wenkui. talk on april 19th, 2011.

figure 3/ top chinese firms

Source: SiemS calculations
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average sales growth = Σ [(Σ  sales growth in year t)/500]/10

average profitability= Σ [(Σ profitability in year t)/500]/10

the intersection of the x and y-axis is the average sales growth rate and 

profitability (profit margin) of the top 500 firms in each year:

the numbers are 36.9% and 6.5%, respectively.

four scenarios exist depending on different levels of sales growth 

and profitability. firms in Q1 are high in both profitability and growth rate. 

seven chinese firms fall into this category. firms in Q2 enjoy a high growth 

rate in relatively low profitability industries. two firms fall into this category. 

firms in Q3 have lower sales growth, but profit is high. four firms fall into 

this category. firms in Q4 are low in both profitability and growth. four firms 

fall into this category. 

Q1: entrepreneurial grOwth 

firms in Q1 enjoy high sales growth and high profitability. their sales 

growth and profitability are consistently higher than the averages for the 

top 500 firms. however, their market share is much lower at the very begin-

ning. during the 10-year period, the market share of these firms constantly 

increases, while the market share of an average top 500 firm declines. the 

market share of these firms for 2005 exceeds the average and keeps on 

increasing.

firms in Q1 pursue entrepreneurial growth. all seven firms within this 

category start small with a low market share. they are able to enjoy high 

sales growth and high profitability, but the high profitability is certainly not 

derived from high market share. it is possible that these firms achieve high 

profitability through other means, such as access to cheap raw materials, 

government contracts, or new innovative products. for example, xiuzheng 

pharmaceutical is located near long white mountain, where many valu-

able drug ingredients grow. similarly, anhui conch cement has access to 

many high-quality limestone mines. 

during the growth period, these firms sacrifice profitability to gain mar-

ket share. some firms try to increase market share by building their own 

resources and capabilities. such investments may drag down profitability, 

however, the existence of resources and capabilities will support contin-

ued sales growth. for example, weigao group invested heavily in r&d 
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by setting up joint research institutes with universities. 31 it established nine 

research centers and hired many well-known scientists. Other firms started 

a price war to drive out competitors. the case of xiuzheng pharmaceutical 

well explains this point. the rhizoma gastrodiae pill is one of the very first 

products xiuzheng introduced to markets. to compete, xiuzheng lowered 

its prices but kept quality high. its products were well accepted in markets, 

and it gained many return customers. after gaining market share, xiuzheng 

slowly increased its prices. customers were willing to pay higher prices be-

cause of the products’ high quality. although its profitability will suffer for a 

time, the firm will gain market power after dominating in the market. Once it 

achieves market domination, its profitability will begin to stabilize.

Q2: grOwth fOr market dOminance  

firms in Q2 enjoy high sales growth but low profitability. they also have 

a slightly above average market share. these firms are able to achieve 

high sales growth mostly because demand is increasing fast. for exam-

ple, jiangsu guoqiang Zincification industrial co, ltd specialized in metal 

surface finishing. the demand for its products surged with the construc-

tion boom. market share of firms in Q2 increases with sales growth. mean-

while, profitability, although lower than average, also starts to increase. the 

growth-orientated strategy pays off. these firms are going through the loop 

described in figure 1: experiencing sales growth, dominating markets, and 

then benefiting from their market position. 

profitability is still low, even though it has been increasing slightly. this 

low profitability can be attributed to the low profitability nature of the indus-

try. the industry average profitability level for vegetable oil processing was 

-5% from 1998 to 2008. however, sanhe hopefull grain & Oil group has 

been able to achieve a profitability level of 1.5%. although their profitability 

level is lower than that for the average top 500 firms, firms in Q2 already 

outperform their industry peers in terms of profitability. 

Operating in low profitability industries, firms in Q2 must increase prof-

itability by lowering costs. jiangsu guoqiang Zincification industrial co, ltd 

adopted lean total productive maintenance (ltpm) to reduce manufactur-

ing and maintenance costs. consequently, the percentage of costs to sales 

decreased from 93% in 2003 to 79% in 2008. alternatively, they could in-

vest in other businesses with higher profitability. sanhe hopefull explored 

other markets in terms of both product and geography. it entered different 

industries, such as real estate and hotels. 32 it also explored various foreign 

markets, such as argentina and the united states. 33

31  http://www.weigaogroup.com/h/jtgs/
32  http://www.hope-full.com.cn/htdocs/pages.asp?id=70
33  http://www.hope-full.com.cn/htdocs/pages.asp?id=15
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Q4 Sales growth
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Q3: Organic grOwth

firms in Q3 have slower sales growth but higher than average profitability 

and market share. these firms are market leaders in their industries and 

enjoy the benefits of their market dominance. the slower sales growth is not 

attributable to these firms’ incapability but rather a result of their large size. 

the average size rank for these firms is 81.81, whereas the average size 

rank for the rest of top performing firms is 227.67. 

   all four firms in this category started by entering an overlooked niche 

market. byd started in the lithium battery market, and the vv group suc-

ceeded in soy milk markets, huawei started as a private branch exchange, 

and ningbo haitian focused on plastic processing machines. since they 

were first movers in these markets, they were able to enjoy high market 

share and high profitability. however, as more and more firms enter these 

overlooked markets, competition begins to increase. consequently, profit-

ability and market share are showing signs of decline. in order to survive the 

competition, these firms need to develop their own competitive advantag-

es. their favorable position as market leaders provides them with enough 

resources to achieve this goal. 

the case of huawei well explains how to develop a firm’s resources 

and capabilities. huawei’s success, in part, derives from the telecom in-

dustry’s rapid growth in the domestic market. china’s telecom equipment 

market saw soaring growth in the last 20 years. many companies encoun-

tered similar opportunities but ultimately failed, while huawei has grown to 

be an industry leader. many wonder how it could manage to do so in such 

a capital-intensive and talent-intensive high-tech field. if we take a closer 

look at huawei, we will find that its success formula is neither mysterious 

nor complicated: heavy spending on research and development (r&d). 

chinese companies generally invest little in r&d because doing so lowers 

profit margins. however, huawei has spent annually more than 10% of its 

revenue on r&d over a decade. it spent around 13.34 billion rmb on r&d 

in 2009. huawei has already set up 17 r&d centers worldwide and 22 joint 

r&d centers with other carriers. it also ranked no. 2 in global patent filings, 

with 1,847 in 2009, according to the united nations world intellectual prop-

erty Organization patent list. approximately 43,700 employees, accounting 

for 46% of the workforce, are dedicated to r&d functions. engineers in 

huawei generally earn about one-fifth to one-fourth of their counterparts in 

european or american companies, and their working hours are sometimes 

1.5-2 times longer. this makes huawei incredibly cost effective in compet-

ing with its global rivals.

during the growth stage, these market leaders also try to discover oth-

er opportunities. huawei explored overseas markets. by the end of 2009, 

its market share in europe, the backyard of key telecom giants like erics-
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son, nokia siemens, and alcatel, and in the world have amounted to 10% 

and 14.2%, respectively. firms in Q3 also want to replicate their success in 

other businesses. their declining profitability and market share could also 

be attributed to the fact that these firms are switching to other businesses. 

the case of byd is an illuminating example. as the lithium battery market 

is approaching maturity, byd group is venturing into other promising busi-

nesses, such as automobiles and solar energy. 34 the slowed sales growth, 

decreasing profitability, and market share reflect the strategic shift of the 

byd group. 

Q4: sustaining market leadership

firms in Q4 have slower sales growth and lower profitability, but higher mar-

ket share. their high market share is a sign that these firms entered the 

industries early, similar to firms in Q3. konka group was founded in 1980 

when electric appliances were still rare in china. similarly, founder tech-

nology produced computers as early as 1998, when personal computers 

were not widespread in china. however, slowed sales growth and declining 

profitability suggest that the industries in which these firms operate are ap-

proaching saturation. although these firms are market leaders in their indus-

tries, they face fierce competition. in order to maintain market leadership in 

these industries, they have to grasp markets from competitors. 

firms in these industries usually buy technologies from foreign firms.35 

in other words, they do not possess their own technology. consequently, 

they may participate in price wars to maintain market dominance, driving 

down profitability. konka competes in household electronics industries. it 

faces fierce competition from both domestic players, such as changhong 

34  http://www.3158.cn/news/20101228/13/84-58932657_1.shtml
35  gao xudong. talk on april 15th, 2011.

and haier, and foreign multinationals, such as samsung and sony. the 

market is saturated because china has passed the point where every 

family owns a tv. constantly changing technology and increasing labor 

costs make profit margins low. price wars are a common phenomenon in 

household electronics industries. the tv industry was one of the first indus-

tries to engage in a price war. six price wars occurred between 1989 and 

2000.36konka was an active player in these price wars. in june 1998, konka 

started a price war by reducing the price of several of its models, resulting 

in an overall reduction in industry profit of 5.2 billion rmb, but konka’s mar-

ket share increased by 9.5%.37 dongguan founder computer technology 

faces a similar situation, as the personal computer mar-

ket is saturated and full of domestic and foreign compet-

itors. firms in the personal computer  market in china 

are thriving because they adopted a dominant design.38 

in other words, chinese firms in this industry rarely pos-

sess the technology to compete with foreign firms, such 

as apple. consequently, they have to sacrifice profitabil-

ity to maintain market share.

an alternative way to deal with stiff competition 

in saturated markets is to explore other geographic or 

product markets with high demand. for example, taifa group, the largest 

hand trolley manufacturer in china, exports 46% of its products to the unit-

ed states.39 konka diversified into several businesses, such as real estate 

and large led monitors.40   

table 6 summarizes the analyses of these four different types of high 

performance firms. by looking at sales growth, profitability, and market 

share, we are able to discover some patterns in initial advantages, challeng-

es, goals, and strategies. although firms differ in terms 

of these aspects, they excel in one or more of these 

three dimensions. focusing on one or more dimensions 

of sales growth, profitability, and market share can lead 

to success in emerging markets, such as china.

russian stOry
next, we conduct similar analyses for russian firms.

figure 4 shows that more firms lie in Q3, where 

firms enjoy higher profitability and a slower growth rate. 

this is consistent with the numbers in table 5, which 

36  http://wenku.baidu.com/view/462cc70f7cd184254b353539.html
37  http://wenku.baidu.com/view/462cc70f7cd184254b353539.html
38  gao xudong. talk on april 15th, 2011.
39  http://www.qingdaonews.com/gb/content/2004-12/06/content_3988846.htm
40  http://www.konka.com/cn/productcenter.html

Although firms differ in 
terms of these aspects, 
they excel in one or 
more of these three 
dimensions.

One overall pattern across 
different quadrants is that 
high performance firms 
have higher market share 
than the other top 500, no 
matter which category the 
firm belongs to. 

tAble 6: SummAry of four different tyPeS of firmS
　 initial advantages major challenge goal strategy

Q1 access to rare re-
sources

low market share sacrificing profitability to 
increase market share

invest to build resources 
and capabilities; price 
war to gain market share

Q2 growing demands low profitability pursuing growth to 
increase market share 
and profitability

cost reduction; explore 
other markets

Q3 targeting in overlooked 
markets

declining market share increasing efficiency to 
compete; seeking other 
opportunities

invest to build resources 
and capabilities; explore 
other markets

Q4 high market share slowed sales growth sacrificing profitability 
to maintain high market 
share

price war; explore other 
markets

Source: SiemS calculations
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show that chinese firms have a higher sales growth rate but lower profit-

ability than russian firms.

we then look into the pattern of sales growth, profitability, and mar-

ket share for firms in each quadrant. One overall pattern across different 

quadrants is that high performance firms have higher market share than the 

other top 500, no matter which category the firm belongs to. this reflects 

the fact that maintaining high market share is the key to success for firms 

in russia. since many of these firms are privatized former sOes, this high 

market share is the legacy of these firms’ history. with their favorable market 

positions, their primary challenge is to sustain their high market share. we 

can see that market share remained stable or increased during the period of 

study (i.e., 2000-2009). firms in Q2 and Q4 sacrifice profitability to increase 

market share, either by investing heavily to develop their competitive ad-

vantages or by participating in price wars, like their chinese counterparts. 

firms in Q1 were able to achieve growth in all three dimensions from 2003 

to 2007. the decline in 2008 and 2009 was due to the global financial crisis. 

the increases in all three dimensions suggest that these firms are going 

through the loop described in figure 1. firms start from high growth, leading 
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Q2 Sales growth
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Q3 Sales growth
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Q4 Sales growth
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to higher market share first and then to higher profitability. 

firms in Q3 represent most high performance firms in russia. they 

enjoy high profitability and market share, but slightly lower sales growth. 

these firms are in a stable position where profitability and market share 

remain at relatively high levels. sales growth is not very high but is close to 

the average for the top 500 firms. these firms are enjoying their favorable 

positions with high profitability and market share and face few challenges 

from competitors. they may be in industries with high entry barriers or enjoy 

economies of scale helping them to be cost efficient.

One of the primary differences between these leading businesses in 

russia and china lies in their origins. many chinese firms are small entrepre-

neurial firms, township enterprises, or privatized sOes,41 while many russian 

firms are large privatized sOes. this difference in their origins leads to a differ-

ence in their initial market positions, which further determines their strategy. in 

general, competition in the chinese market is fiercer than that in the russian 

market. chinese firms place more emphasis on pursuing growth, while rus-

sian firms place more emphasis on maintaining market share. 

41  the result of “grasp the large, release the small” policy in chinese privatization.
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Vi.  
concluSionS

this report focused on three issues: determining the appropriate performance 

measures to evaluate firm performance in emerging markets, identifying a 

group of high performance firms in china and russia using frontier analyses, 

and learning from the success stories of these high performance firms. 

first, after analyzing the different market environments, we proposed 

multiple objective accounting performance measures to evaluate firm per-

formance in emerging markets. more specifically, we suggested focusing 

on growth, market share, and profitability. 

second, we ran frontier analyses on the top 500 firms in china and 

russia. the analyses show that most industries in russia and china are go-

ing through the growth stage of industry evolution. firms in emerging mar-

kets are in general less efficient than firms in developed countries. russian 

firms, however, are showing signs of economies of scale. this means that 

russian industries are slowly entering the early part of the maturity phase 

where efficiency begins to increase. high profitability and market share for 

russian high performing firms also show that industry consolidation is hap-

pening in russia and that some inefficient firms have already been shaken 

out of the markets.

third, we analyzed the strategies of chinese and russian high perfor-

mance firms. we placed chinese high performance firms into four differ-

ent categories according to their sales growth and profitability level. these 

firms started with different initial advantages and faced different challenges. 

however, they were able to overcome obstacles and became successful 

by focusing on one or more dimensions among sales growth, profitability, 

and market share. there is no single formula for success because every 

success is path dependent. all roads lead to rome.
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APPendix 1 
identificAtion of 

PriVAte firmS 

chinese private firms are identified by the following procedures:

1- the registration type of the firm is one of the following:

a) limited liability company (non-state owned)

b) joint stock limited company

c) private single proprietorship

d) private joint proprietorship

e) private limited liability company

f) private joint stock limited company

2- it is still possible that firms have some level of state ownership after 

step 1, therefore, we further exclude firms with state control.

3- to make sure that we do not have sOes in our sample, we next 

exclude certain industries that we believe are dominated by sOes. we 

choose these industries based on the industry distribution of sOes directly 

controlled by sasac (state-owned assets supervision and administration 

commission). Out of 121 sasac-controlled sOes, we find more than five 

sOes operate in each of the following industries:

a) petroleum processing and coking (n=12)

b) ferrous metals smelting and rolling (n=8)

c) nonferrous metals smelting and rolling (n=7)

d) aerospace equipment (n=5)

4- we further exclude weapon manufacturing because it is exclusive-

ly controlled by the government.

russian private firms are identified by the following procedures:

1- government/state ownership should not exceed 50%. this step en-

sures that we do not include firms controlled or owned by the government/

state.

2- foreign ownership should not exceed 30%. this step ensures that 

we do not include firms controlled by foreign entities.
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